A -time for work and a time for
i

pay.
The Byrds

Colby Congress to Discuss
D_\ Strider's Social Proposals
Sunday, . November 6, is a happening day at Colby. Runnals
Union will provide the setting for
an encounter long overdue on this
campus. Panel members from the
administration, the faculty, and the
students -will air their views 'as individuals ' on the failure at Colby
to integrate the social life and the
academic life of the community.
The issue is neither new nor original. The presen tations ,o_ the six
major participants may be expected to be both.
President Strider, as a member
of the panel; will present a concrete proposal on the topic, to be
revealed in the ECHO of November 4, which will act as the focal
point of the Congress. Each speaker will then be given an opportunity to _tate his views on the
President's proposal and offer alternative proposals of his own. Following the six presentations, the
floor will be opened to all in attendance for 'reaction.' Prom this
point on the value ,o!f the Congress
will become evident. Attacking or
defending the stand taken by administrator, faculty member, or
student, the audience will come to
grips, perhaps for the first time
collectively, with the source of a
great many of Colby 's problems.
The Campus Affairs Committee,
an arm of Student Government,
was formed to discuss just such
problems. In fact, throughout the
past year the committee has constantly found this subject at the
base of its discussions whether the
topic be parietal hours or drinking regulations. Its importance became increasingly obvious. Al-

though the committee discussions
had been worthwhile and informative, it was <felt that the discussion
should be held on a wider scale. At
this point Dr. Quillan brought up
the idea of a discussion participated in by the entire administration,
faculty, 'and student body. The
Colby College Congress had been
born. Under a sub-committee headed by Dr. Quillan the Congress
has evolved to its present state.
The Congress is a sharp „reak
with the past. It will bring members of the College face to -ace to
discuss candidly the basic problems of the institution. Inherent in
such a confrontation will be great-

Speaking in the above picture is Malcolm E. Morrell , who was honored
and presented with a Colby Chair (left to right) J ohn Winkin, Michael
Loebs, and President Robert E, L, Strider , at the Bowdoin football
game. Mr. Mo rr ell was for many years the head of the Bowdoin College Athletic Department. He was instrumental in starting small college football , and gained national recognition by f irst advocating the
legalizing of a forward pass thrown anywhere behin d the line of scrimmage. Formerly the quarterback could only fade back five yards.

Sara Orton Reigns

I
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Homecoming A Success

A busy Homecoming Weekend
finally came to an end. Sara Orton reigns as the 1966 Homecoming Queen. The Zeta Psi candidate,
pert Cathy P-agano- was not far behind in the voting and It was pretty hard to tell just who would win.
All the candidates certainly had
the chance.
For the third consecutive year,
the Zeta Psi Bike Team won the
Bike Race. As a handicap, next
year the Zetes should be allowed
to ride only tricycles, and the Pilams pocket knives in the Woods-

er scope, greater freedom of expression, and, hopefully, t an gible
results. Nor will discussion terminate at the formal end of the Congress. Seiler 's has consented to
close its regular dining facilities
and serve a buffet dinner afterwards in fraternity houses and the
lounges of' the girls ' dorms. The
entire student body, faculty and
administration will be encouraged
to carry on discussion- at these locations on a more direct basis.
. The first Colby College Congress
is seen as a first step toward greater communication between all
members of the college community.
It is a big step . . . perhaps a stride.

men's Meet!
The soccer team tied a close
game — 1-1 against; Bowdoin.
Things look good for the State
Series in soccer again this year.
The football team, marred by injury , had to take a 15-6 loss from
Bowdoin a rejuvenated Bowdoin.
Zete rallied with a first place in
the float contest. Things have
changed quite a bit from the first
Colby Homecoming!
As much as people complain
about Colby being so far out in the
woods, alumni and other noh-campus guests made the trip without
too much trouble. Now the campus
has- another y ear to rest before tho
next Homecoming.

Women To Study
In Dining Halls
Beginning immediately, the
dining areas in Dana, Foss,
Mary Low and Louise Coburn
will bo open for purposes ' of
study beginning at 8:00 p.m.
each evening.
There will bo no smoking in
tho dining areas, but loungos
adjacent to thorn aro available.
Tho Co-Ed Dining Room Is
open for study, as usual, during
nil hours whon Roberta Union
is open except thoso periods in
which dining and special evonts
aro scheduled.

Appears tonight and tomorrow night in Ben J ohnson 's Bartholomew
Fair.

Fop-filled "Fair" Opens
Tonite at Opera House
Well, tonight's the night. Tonight
the dramatic objective of all those
posters you 've been seeing and all
these articles you 've been reading
in the past six issues of the ECHO
will be brought to glorious realization with P & W' s monumental
production of Bartholomew Fair.
Yes, at 8:00 this evening Ben Johnson 's wild, lusty, and uninhibited
comedy will have its ribald and
zesty premiere and the bawdy and
unbridled Waterville Opera house.

Filled 'with dandies, knaves, wenches, rascals, jades, coxcombs, and
rogues, not to mention several guttersnipes, the play is a slashing
romp through the weaknesses and
follies .o'f humanity as represented
within the world-symbol of England's merriest carnival. Long
weeks of hard work plus anticipated characted interpretations by
eight of Colby ' s faculty members
promise a riotous evening of mirthful hilarity and keen-witted satire
which no one will want to miss.

Chief J ud ge to Deliver
Guy P. Gannett Lecture

"Crime and Punishment," the kins University School o'f Medicine
general topic for the Gabrielson during the period from 1964 to
Lectures scheduled for this spring, 1966. He has served as chairman
is also the topic for next week's of the task force on law and pubGuy P. Gannett Lecture. The lic awareness for the President's
speaker for the Gannett Lecture, Panel on Mental Retardation.
which will take place next TuesBazelo-n has also written extenday evening at 8:00 In Given Ausively on economics (Tlio Paper
ditorium, is David T. Bazelon,
Economy, Random House, New
Chief Judge, ¦ United States Court
York, 1963) and on the social strucof Appeals.
ture of America.
Bazelon is qualified to approach
He has noted that a "New Class "
his subject either from the legal
of technologists and administraside or, as the title "Crime and
tors has arisen. This class, which
Punishment" suggests, from the
consists of the planners — the
psychological viewpoint that was "
thinkers ahead" of modern corporutilized so successfully by Dostoevations will, Bazelon contends, be a
ski!. Bazelon received his B.S. in
strong force in stimulating similar
law from Northwestern University
far reaching programs of governin 1931. After spending eighteen
ment planning.
years in various public and private
positions, Bazelon was appointed
Speakers for the Gabrielson Lecjudge on the United States Court ture series this spring will include
o'f Appeals, D.C. circuit. In 1962 ho Jack Greoriberg, Director — Counwas appointed chief jud ge. From sel N.A.A.CP. Legal Defense and
1957 to 1959 Bazelon lectured on Educational Fund, and William
law and psychiatry at the Univer- Henry Hastio, Judge, Thira U.S.
sity of 'Pennsylvania. Ho also lec- Circuit Court of Appeals.
tured in psychiatry at Johns Hop-

Colby Man Becomes Peace Corps
Volunteer Assigned to Iran

Sara Orton

Andre J. Stands has boon named
a Peace Corps Volunteer after
completing 12 wooks of training at
Blue Knob State Park, Pennsylvania, Tho training program was
conducted by thp Wostlnghouso
Corporation.

scheduled to leave for Tehran , Iran
on. October G, will bo assigned to
work in provincial public works
programs involving tho construction or roads, village water supply
syst ems, and other community projects.

Andro is ono of 45 Volunteers
who will participate in tho Poaco
Corps' rural community development program In Iran. Tho group,

With this group's arrival , about
850 Poaco Corps Volunteers will bo
at work in Iran. Other Poaco Corps
activities there include agricultur-

al work, teaching English, and a
public health project,
During their training In Pennsylvania, tho now Volunteers studied
P ers i an , Iranian history and culture, U.S. history and world affairs. Technical . 'studios Included
practical experience in surveying,
drafting, and principles of conatru otlon,
Androj was a Psychology major
during his years at Colby.

Andre J. Starkis
At

Editorials:

Colby's Exampl e

Bates Pays Tribute To Bill Millett

Is Maine Promoting Alcoholism?

By Peter Jost
One of the more inane aspects
.of living up here in Maine con•cerns the irrational archaic, and
often inconsistent drinking laws.
These state enforced rules and
regulations are
based
upon
such
diverse
criteria as age,
time of week,
and
location.
Intricately constructed as they
are, however, it
should be clear
Colby Chairman of the Board of Trustees Ellerton Jette recently
TOST
to all that they
told a group of students that communication is the most important
connection
with reality
have no
element of human inteiactioa ,
only
serve to
anything,
and, if
Nothing is more effective than a fa ce to face relationship. The Col- aggravate the problem caused by
by Congress will provide the face tb face relationships needed for alcoholic beverages. Not that
effective communication. Every member of the Colby Community is Maine necessarily leads the Nation
in this area. There are many states
involved.
Especially those students who voluntarily live off campus will find whose attempts -to prevent the
harmful effects of liquor have been
the congress a fulfilling experience. Generally those living off campus even more self destroying, if less
do so to make up for what they consider the present cairlpus social ludicrous.
void.
In Maine, it seems that upon
The fact is that those who voluntaril y live off campus are' seniors.
Seniors by all rights and means should be the most mature students at
Colby. As seniors they realize the social limitations of campus and
seek their own environment. The Congress will afford those living off
(Reprinted
from The Emory
campus the opportunity to express their feelings of-what Colby needs.
Wheel, Eniory student paper.)
Then too, so often "the administration" is blamed for this, t ha t and
I'm tired. Tired of puppets inthe other thing. In time the administration is usually blamed for the stead of people, of people with
existing limited social policy. The administration makes mistakes. But crew cuts and tweed coats, pipes
and frat pins, people who drop soth ey do want a functioning campus.
liloquies carefully labeled intelli.Representing the administration , Mr. Strider will set forth his progence. I'm tired of people who
posal for a better oriented social program at Colby. His proposal has play the dating game like tips at
been long thought out. But , as he is willing to admit , he is only human the race track.
Tired of seeing people used beand mi ght have overlooked important phases of social-cultural phases
cause it' s only a game, of people
of life on campus.
who turn love into a social grace,
Dr. Stridor will announce his proposal in the next issue of the
of watching sincerity fester into
ECHO. Students will have two days to di gest and discuss the merits smoothness.
of the proposal.
I'm tired of cynics who call
Then Sunday afternoon President Strider will evaluate the student themselves realists, tired of minds
and faculty praise and criticism of his proposal. After hearing dif- rotting into indifference, of peo're afraid to
feren t vi ews, Strider will have t he opp or t uni ty to modif y his prop osal ple bored because they
care, of intellectual games of ringto a working model,
?*¦ ','mk & ?V_
' * ' 'v ^ - >/rf i- zi- '/
The senior class has been at Colby now four years. Too often one
has heard that "something should be done about campus social life."
Something is being done about campus social life- and everyone, from
To the Editor:
stud ents to facul t y to administration will hel p determine Colby's new
I write this note on behalf of all
social policy.
the dirty-minded students who
snickered at the Brakhage concept
Colby isn't that bad.
of intercourse in the recent Film
Direction
showing and are now,
'
Colb y students, often stress the negative- aspects of campus life, such
perhaps, feeling twinges „of guilt.
as the "social problem." Just looking at the calendar of coming I didn 't, see you or hear you,, but if
events, one sees that in the coming weeks Colby will host many dif- you really do exist (as one writer
feren t groups that would appeal to people of campus as individuals. solemnly let fall In last week's
ECHO) I commend you. You 're
The point is this. Colby has so much to offer. One should foster a O.K. If my eyes hadn't been
feeling for the strengths of the instituting not its weakneses. Let us wounded (and an understandable
then not devote so much time to citicizing tlie college that we cannot professorial dignity hadn 't straitjacketed me) I might even have
enjoy all that Colby has to offer.
joined you,

It is with a keen sense of loss that we at Bates note the passing of
Bill Millett.
The keen interest he expressed for the development of Colby and
his continual labor on behalf of athletics in the entire State have had
far reaching effects for the betterment of all of us.
It has been a rewarding experience to have had the distinct priviledge of his counsel and friendship.
Arthur M. Griffiths on behalf of Bates Collge

The Aim Of The Colby Congress

one's twenty first birthday a miraculous - transformation
takes
pl a ce, whereupon he becomes suddenly competent to handle liquor.
This competence mysteriously disappears on Sunday (in restaurants
and public places), however, out
of respect for God; Those who enjoy going out io eat on the Sabbath have to travel to more heathen states for their glass of Sunday
sherry. Also, certain areas in
Maine are completely dry, where
the inhabitants are apparently
permanently incompetent. Happily
though, one factor has alleviated
this situation for young people.
They say the drinking rules are
not strictly enforced in Saigon.
Arid, of course", no one breaks
Maine State drinking laws at Colby.
Inconsistency is not peculiar to
Maine, however. The "age of enlightenment" in New York is
eighteen and in neighboring New
Jersey and Connecticut is twentyone. You can imagine the problems
as alcohblically incompetent teen-

Fm Tired'

around-the-rosey.
I'm tired of people who live to
be entertained, tired of people
looking for kicks with a bottle, of
girls proud of knowing the score
and snickering about it, of girls
intent on learning the score.
I'm tired o'f sophisticated slobs,
tired of drunkards who are never
more than tight, of people whose
understanding goes as deep as
"neat" or "sharp ". I'm tired of
people who scream they hate it.
but won't leave it because they 're
too lazy.
Tired of people with nothing better to do than glue their eyes together with alcohol. I'm tired of
people embarassed at honesty, at
love, at knowledge. I'm tired.
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Both of last week's writers show
themselves , as embarrassed moralists at heart., But since such a
stance is hardly fashionable these
days, Mr. Jost adopts a sophisticated cynicism about the lusts of
the student body and Mr. Muscott
exercises himself in the unsmiling
ranks ' of Art. I see nothing depraved in. expecting that a moviemaker who advertises an intercourse should deliver tho goods. Of
course, It's possible that all those
enticing flashes of light, shadowy
wrlthings, close-ups of coffoo cups
and pasty-faced adolescent boys
wore dishing up a potent subliminal experience that I unhappily
Wasn't tuned in on, I've never
quite figured out this symbolic
stuff.
But what's all tho jazz about tho
"precious sanity " of art , Muscott?
Shades ol Matthew Arnold ! Why
should art bo moro sacrod than
any other human business? And as
for pretentious art — whether it
calls itself a painting, a poem, or
an Intercourse — If It' s funny, for
God's sake, lot's laugh. It's ono of
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the few evidences of sanity we've
got left.
By the way, there was another
film showing that night. Honestly.
It was artful and serious and sad
and very, very funny. It' s distantly
possible that some 6f the crowd
cared enough about art to come
for that one.
F. X. Mathews ,
Department of English

agers from wiese latter two states
suddenly become legally competent
in New York City and then lose all
self control after crossing back
over the border — causing innumerable accident. In Washington,
D.C., the situation is glossed over
by the decision that one is able
to drink beer at eighteen but can 't
hold his hard liquor until he's
twenty-one.
You might say that we have to
"hold the line" somewhere, ho
matter how arbitrary or vague it
may foe, to keep the country from
going wild. Biit this conclusion
does not jibe with other observations.
From my admittedly small knowledge of the liquor laws iri Europe,
it seems that the requirements
there (except as they pertain to
drunfeen driving) , are vague and
relatively unenforced. Arid yet how
is it that, according to the latest
reliable sources) the continent has
hot submerged beneath a tidal
wave of schnapps and brandy?
Here at Colby ther'o has been a
considerable amount of drinking
since campus "prohibition " ended,
especially by freshmen and upperclassmen without dates. Nevertheless, academic life has become progressively iridrg rigorous. Aside
from a few broken windows and
ligh ting 'fixtures, the physical plant
is still intact. The hypocrisy of
sneaking drinks in the basements
of 'fraternity houses is fortunately
a thing of the past.
Perhaps I can illustrate what
m
I' driving at by considering the
people who drink most excessively
tin campus, the freshmen. What
causes this phenomenon, which you
see even in a sedate place like
Bates? The reasons aren 't that
complicated. The freshman finds
his new campus freedom literally
intoxicating and it takes him a
considerable time to become equal
to it. Can you blame him ? He 's not
prepared to .deal with liquor, as his
European counterpart is, because
all he has for guidelines are the
farcical strictness of his state and
(unless he is in a lucky minority )
the puritanical or hypocritical exhortations Of his parents. He
learns, as someone once said, that
"there are no simple answers to
diffi cult questions."
Amazingly, most students do arrive at gome consistent and sane
attitude toward alcohol; no thanks
(Continued on Page -Five)

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS ^
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The Cyrkle 's "Red Rubber Ball " was reall y bouncing at the Armory
last Friday night. They turned everyone on when they imitated the
Beachboys .

President Strider . Dr. Winkin and Mrs. Bither review plans for the new Athletic
complex during Cornerstone Ceremonies.
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The Zetes put the Colby Ass on top of Mayflower Hil l to win the annual homecoming float award. By the way, it was the pled ge's backs
thai put the Ass in place.
¦
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ARNOLD MOTEL

Between Watervill e and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 andll
Colby College Near by
COFFEE
SHOP
AAA
SUPERIOR
Air Conditioned
Pool
Tel. 872-2735

Anyone can
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With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper,you
can erase that goof without a .trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quick.and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.
J wo cycling enthusiasts stum io be having trouble
mounting their ¦ bicycle. Perhaps training wheels
would have helped. Anyway, vela Psi won the
annual race aro und J ohnson Pond,
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Would you believe a large toji/hpick? These two
ouldoors men displayed championship [ orin in
leading Pi Lambda Phi to victory in the Woodsman 's meet, on Sunday morning.
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Only Eaton makes Corrasable.
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An extremely subdued John Simpson looked down at his desk and
said : "We played well and we lost." This is the fifth time that I heard
that statement from him this year. Is it possible to use that as an excuse for a full season?
.... "W ell" , said Simpson , groping for the right words to explain the
loss to the one team that Colby should have beaten, perhaps handily,
this year, "from scou t ing repor t s and films and so on, I evolved a
plan for the Bowdoin game. In essence, it was to stay on the ground
and overpower them. I felt that we could do it, an d f or the most part
we did - we dominated the game and lost.
"Our def ense, for example,, allowed Bowdoin no first downs and a
total of twenty-two yards gained in the first half. This is rather remarkable, especially when it noted that we had well over 100 yards
total offense and were losing, 7-6. Once again we were frustrated, and
if anyone must take the blame for this loss, it is me. These kids p layed
too well to have that defeat pinned on them ; I feel very badly for
them.
"We were doing very well on the ground and then we made mistakes and had to go to the air. Bowdoin set up a good pass defense and
made interceptions at crucial moments. I made this team play too
conservativel y, and when we were finall y forced to open up, it became obvious what we were doing and we p l ay ed ri ght into their
hands."
You have just witnessed an unusual event: a coach taking the
blame for a team 's loss. This was a difficult thing for Simpson to do,
but perhaps he realized that it was necessary, for there is more disgust than usual around campus this week. Bowdoin should have been
beaten easily: it was Homecoming weekend, complete with a large
crowd of partisan supporters ; and then there was winless, hap less
Bowdoin.
Not that anybod y gives a damn what anybod y else thinks, but here
are a few of the milder comments I received from the student body
this week :
I
"1 d on 't want to talk about it. . . to think I wainted four years
t o see a disgusting thing like that . . . I 'll be glad to graduate . . ."
"It 's obvious we need a new coach .. . they should demand his
re sign ation . .. I' ve been here three years and have seen them
win f o u r games . .."
"It 's reall y dep ressing.. .I 'd rathe r not go to any more games

V

MAMO COPS COLBY IN.VIT

Colby freshman Sebs Marno, who was a "Face in the Crowd" in Spo rts Illustr ated last week, m ade good
on the national magazine's fai th in him with a stunning victory in the Colby Invitational Cross-Country

st r a t ion

by Richard Lewis

fljj '

Destroys Old Record by Minute

Meet last Tuesday.
Over one hundred runners from
Island, and New Hampshire) were
Mamo began in the last quarter
of the pack at the start of the run
over the rugged Colby course of

sixteen schools representing four states (Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode
entered in this, non-team event.
4.1 miles. Some observers felt that which he had never run in comthe Ethiopian would be in danger petition before.
Just before the one mile mark,
of faltering on the varsity course,
Mamo began to move into the -pack
with the first fifteen runners. By
the two mile mark, he was in second, soon taking the lead and opening up an insurmountable distance
between the second man and himself.
Teammate Tom Maynard, who
placed fourth, remarked on Sebs"
remarkable speed and confidence.
As they were nearing the two mile
mark together, Mamo looked at
Maynard and said ''Let's go,
Tom. " Maynard said that Mamo
then virtually disappeared in front
of him.
Mama 's time of 21:51 broke the
old course record of 22 :53 (held by
Colby ' s Ken Borchers) by a total
of one minute and two seconds
and showed that he is definitely a
runner to be reckoned with in the
East ern ' s in Boston today.
Although there were no team
scores kept for the meet, Colby unofficially did very well. Joe Grant
of Maine Maritime was fifty-six
seconds behind Mamo i_i second,
r____^_^%^^ ___^ .::£^ .-:rt: _8--^
while Colby varsity ace Ken , Borchers was third in 22:56. Mule Tom
Mamo
Sebs
Maynard
was fourth in 23:05, and
Young Mule in a Hurry
another freshman, Bob French,
took 'fifteenth with an impressive
or even hear about them . . . it 's a farce to field a ' team under
24:17.
th ese conditions . .."
Ken Weinbel, the innovator of
And so on. Dissention is everywhere, both among the studen t body
the Colby Invitational, was exand even among the players. Nobod y likes a loser.
tremely pleased with the enthusI t is, however, too easy to blame a coach's miscalculation or a play- iasm given this meet, -which is now
er's fumble for a problem that is more far-reaching in i t's nature. 1 in its second year. He plans to run
said last year that there was a lack of rapport between the athletic the meet in each succeeding year,
department and the administration : I still believe it. What I would and envisions it to be, within ten
years or so,, one of the biggest
like to see is a statement from the administration — like President
cross-country meets in the East.
Strider — explaining the school's athletic policies, b ot h now and for
In other cross country meets this
th e fu t ure , in concr et e and compreh ensibl e te rms, f or it is the admin- week, the varsity was, nipped by
istration, and no t the athl et ic departm en t, that is responsible for these Bowdoin, 28-29, although Ken
Borchers finished first, setting a
policies.
short-lived course record. Mamo
and his cohorts won their fifth in
a row with a lop-sided 17-43 victory
over the Bowdoin frosh. Mamo set
a new freshman course record of
11:35.7 for the 2.5 mile course,
The White Mule Varsity Soccer
breaking his own record by 4,3
Team cleared the second hurdle in
seconds. The other Colby pointits quest for the Maine State Series
men were Craig Johnson (2nd),
Soccer title with a very creditable
Bob French (3rd) , John Lombard
showing against Bowdoin last Sat(4th), and Carl Baer (7th).
urday, playing a 1 to 1 tie game in
a double overtime.
Bowdoin hit paydirt (firs t at 14.40
of the first period with a goal by
Bill Williams. Williams g;ot off a
slow rolling shot which crossed in
front of Brad Coady, tho outstanding Colby goalkeeper, struck tho
edge of tho goal post and rolled
into the goal. Coady, who had folLed by quarterback John Bowlowed the play to the opposite goal
ling,. Colby 's freshman football
post, was unable to get across to
team fought to its second straight
stop the ball before It rolled into
wirij a 10-0 decision over the Bowtho 2_ foot wide goalmouth. This
doin frosh.
goal was tho first and last for the
Coach Ken Weinbel cited his
Polar Bears, as Coady repulsed all
team 's "trernendous spirit and enother attempts with quick flashes
thusiasm ," He gald that "we wont
of greatness. Brad has 18 saves In
out to prove that our previous 7-6
Bill Antonucci
tho nets for the Colby cause.
win over Bowdoin was not a fluke;
High-Stepping Mule Lineman
The Mules, playing probably tho
wo ended up by totally dominating
best gamo of the season thus 'far , score — 1 to 1. This required two the game." Tho defense was suwore on evon terms with bho Polar overtime periods of five minutes perb, with Bowdoin 's deepest penBoars during tho 2nd period. Tho each to bo ' played. "Neither toam etration being to the Colby 25,
Colby team came back with a was able to got tho winning goal in
Tho gamo was scoreless until the
strong 3rd and 4th ' period effort , this overtime; thus going on rec- fourth period , whon Dowllng
outshootlng and outhustllng tho ord was a tlo in this important kicked a 215 yard field gonl. Later
Bowdoin toam. At 7:35 of tho 3rd State Series battle,
in tho period , ho tried ono from
period , center halfback Mickey
It was very much a -team effort
tho 35, and whon it fell short, nn
.Tako scored for Colby on a beau- for tho Mulos, as Coach Si Dunkloo alert Colby defender foil on it on
playod almost ovory man on tho tho Bowdoin 8,
tiful long shot to tho left corner
of tho Polar Boar goal, This gonl bench during •. the gamo. Coach
Bowdoin put up a strong defense
firod up tho Colby offense , which Dunkloo did cite BUI An tonucci 'for
for tho first throo plays, as the
kept the prossuro on Bob Swain, his Inspired ' lino play, and his Balby Mulos gained only four yards,
tho Bowdoin goalie . Swain had 21 Hharpno HH at his inaldo position. But on a fourth down play from
Also, Dunldoc praised John Cooper
saves for tho game,
thp four , Paul Mulvihill took n
In spite of n number of closo for his boat effort of tho season , Dowllng handoff and carried the
scoring situations by tooth teams, helping to hoop Bowdoin away ball In for tho TD. Dowllng kicked
(Continued on Page Five)
tho regulation gnmo onded In a tlo
tho point after.

Soccermen Tie Bowdoin
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Frosh Topple
Bowdoin Again;
Mulvihill Sc ores
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Hopsackmg
is a
__ ..
-,
Tradition
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Hopsacking is the traditionalist's trademark. Calmly
understated by College Hall, it is rugged enough for
country or campus "wear, and always correct for town.
Authentic natural shoulder styling in a wide variety
of fabrics and handsome muted tones. By College
Hall, naturally.

From $65.00
Other Authentics
$50. to $95
MAKE LEVINE 'S YOUR HEADQUARTERS
FOR BASS WEEJUNS , GANT SHIRTS
AND , OF COURSE , LEVIS
THtt STORK COR M*HAND m«
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WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET
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SOCCERMBN- .
(Continued Ifrom Page Four)
from the Colby "goal by his long
clearance kicfes, and his newly
found t)ursts of speed when needed on defense.
Since Bowdoin defeated Bates (by
a score of 3 to 2, last week, the real
test comes on the 26th; when Colby faces the strong Bobcat team
from Lewiston. The tie with Bowdoin should boost the Mules to a
new high for this crucial game
with Bates, and Coach Dunklee
has strong hopes of winning the
State Series this season. With the
tie with Bowdoin, Colby is in second place in the Series contest at
the present time. Bowdoin leads,
and Maine is in the cellar, having
lost the first three games . of the
six game series.

j WINSLOW

I

TRIPLE ITEATUBB
"AMBUSH BAY"
with Hugh O'Brien
and Mickey Rooney
plus
"RED LINE 1000"
and
The
Beatles
in
¦

¦

. "help"
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DAMAN HOUSE
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DISTINCTIVE GIFTS
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CANA AN HOUSE
129 MAIN STREET
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANING

VILLA

St

This Coupon Is Worth
¦

50c

At Your Norge Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Waterville
Elm Plaza Shoppin g Center,
Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
done for $1.50 with this coupon. Typical load : 10
s weaters , or 4 men's suits , or 3 ladies' suits , or 3
topcoats, or 8 trousers, or 9 dresses.
15c lb.
Laundry washed, dried and folded
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Telephone 872-9858
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Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
See
"COOKIE" MICHAEL
Gorn«r of North & Pleasant Sts.
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FdrtH. firs t tim e; vve- oari offe r a sp-olal'
sale tirfe. on BERNAt'S SCAND1A yarn.
It's America 's' favorite - bulky yarn , it
knits up> so fast : and, tfs V — you'll' be
• wearin g it befo re you kriow It! A big
variety ' of Beautiful * colors ', tod*
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The YARDGOois CENT ER

134 MAIN STREET
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Xort SCAND1A YARN by BERNAT !

you live in
when you're .

WATE RVILLE , MAINE
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A young man's fancy turns to paisley
... deep tawny tones Jazzed up with warm color
highlights. This ona shirt could make flocks of
coeds beat a path to your door. No, It'ar not
Just tho patterns that make It. It's the way tha v
pocket Is set so the pattern never breaks Its stride
- tlie full bodied fabric of absolutely-washable
cotton Will -~ and that subtle dl.tlnctlon that
marks the shirt great enough to be a Donegal.
Two paisley paUerns-to choosa from.
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PAPERBACKS, STUDY GUIDES
USED TEXTS.

"CHAMBER OF HORRORS"
"WHATEVER HAPPENED
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TO BABY JANE"
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I Everything In Music.
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Savings Bank
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WELCOME TO
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Needed, Frosh Hockey Manager:
The freshman hockey team is currently looking for a student manager. Those interested should coiltact Charles Holt or Spark Neuburger.
Ski Team: There will be an important meeting of all candidates
for the freshman and Varisty Ski
Teams Thursday, November 3 at
6:30 in Roberts Union. If not able
to attend , contact Coach Si Diiiiklee at the Field House.
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realizing that when yoii toll someOne he can 't have something that
he usually becomes more anxious
for it. Anyway, if it's My consolation, when _i _t "Greehmah"
checks you ID with his flashlight,
remember that the state he represents is the ostrich and not you.

COI__Y'S ___AB_PI__
(Continued from Page Two)
to state meddling and the I„ck of
discussion at home. One cannot
help wishing that states like Maine
would take a more rational view.

DRIVE-IN

j
|
|
[
i
|

At the present time, Coady is the
top goalkeeper in. the State, with a
percentage of 9i.. saves per game
for tlie season. Coady has i.37 saves
for the entire season thus far.
Kirembu of Bates leads all the
State series scorers with 8 goals in
ten games, while Greg Nelson the
outstanding * Colby Centerforward,
has 7 goals in 8 games thus far.
Wednesday 's battle with Bates
here at Loeb's Field could *ivell tell
the story for the final team results
for the season in the challenging
State Series soccer play.
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Book Sale: The annual used
book sale of the American Association of "University Women will be
held Thursday, Nov. 3 in the basement of St. Mark's Episcopal
Church, Center Street, from 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m. and Friday, Nov. 4 from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Books on sale will
include novels, science books, art
books and travel guides

Chapel :President R. £*. L. Strider will deliver the chapel address
this week at 11 a_n. in Lorimer
Chapel.
Music Concert : Freda GrayMasse, soprano, will present a recital at _ pan. in Lorimer Chapel.
Art Exhibit: The permanent collection of the Jette Gallery, wli be
on exhibit at' the Bixler Art and
Music Center from Nov. 1 to Dec.
Lorimer Chapel Lounge: Paintings will be on display from Nov.
2 to 21 by Hilda Kur-iioL
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STUDENTS — FACULTY — STAFF

EUROPE

FRI. - SAT.
Alfred Hitchcock's
"THE TORN CURTAIN"
starring Paul Newman
and Julie Andrews
SUN. - TUES.
"BORN FREE "
and "CAT BALLOU"
starring Lee Marvin
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74 Main Str eet
Waterv ille, Maine
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ART D E P A R T M E N T
We are adding items to our downstairs
Have you checked it lately ?
Some prin ts in stock and many, many that we can
order for you.
Custom Fram ing.
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Insurance Corp.
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PROUD TO BE

!

The "TONY EXPRESS" Will Deliver
to Your Door FREE With $4 Min.
DAGWOOD'S
MT. BALL GRINDERS
TORPEDOS
PIZZA - Small , Med., Large
and BEER TO TAKE OUT
Call 872-9731

Membfir Federal Deposit
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"Heart of Maine"

Maine

Quality Footwear For 104 Years
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Charge Accounts
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51 Main Street
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GALLERT
SHOE STORE

Waterville
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ophy department, will -deliver *&>•
lecture titled "Third Party to a
Dialogue" concerning the Quaker
position on the current ecumenical
question being discussed. It will be
at 7:30 in Given Auditorium.

There will be a smoker of all
those interested in. joining ROTC,
Monday, November 1, in the Lovejoy Cadet Lounge.
Bent-tan Lecture: This Sunday
Dr. Robert Reuman of the philos-

j.
j

Berry 's Station ers

$ 310

B0A0 JET
Here are 7 knott y proble ms
facing the Air Force:
can you help us solv e one?

NEW YORK — BOSTON — LONDON

June 15th - September 5th
CONTACT :

Sol Hartman 3-0981

1
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Heacl Competitio n Skis.
Engineered to win

I

Head Downhill* win downhills, Slaloms win slalom*, Giant
Slaloms win you-know-what. And,for you all-around exports,tho
GS Is also the most demanding, delightful ski yet. Head's con*
trol and "snakin g" effect are unique.There's Just no competition.
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IT' S THAT TIME AGAIN. COME
I N AND "SKI" WITH US 'TIL
THE SNOW FLIE S.
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f. Repairs In space. If something goes
wrong with a .vehicle In orblf , bow can II
bo fixed? Answers must be found , If largoscale spaco operations are to become a
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forco scientists and engineers will be
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Otis Chandler, Publisher of the Los Angeles TIMES, will receive the fifteenth Elijah P. Lovejoy Award at the Lovejoy Convocation. In Ms six years as publisher of the
TIME'S, Chandler has dynamically changed

the most prominent paper in the West.
From a very bias, conservative newspaper, Chandler has broadened the scope of
the TIMES. The TIMES now recognizes
and presents both sides of a story.

Said Chandler, "Times were changing,
our market was changing. We felt we had
to report fully, to present both sides of an
issue, in depth . . ."
For its excellent two sided coverage of

the Los Angeles Watts section riots, the TIMES was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize. Los Angeles TIMES newsmen, under Chandler's leadership have also been awarded other prizes for their excellent in the
field of journalism.
The Los Angeles TIMES leads all other newspapers in its total
advertising volume. The TIMES is the only,paper in the country to
print over 100 . million lines of advertising far exceeding the second
place New York TIMES.
Chandler has modernized the TIMES in other ways. Data processing computers fill a newspaper column in less'than twenty seconds,
thus greatly improving efficiency.
Graduate of Colby College, Class
of 1826, Lovejoy was America's
first martyr to freedom of the
press.
"I -cannot surrender my principles, though the whole world
would vote them down — I can
make no compromise between
truth and error, though my life
be the alternative."

In all the change, the philosophy of the TIMES remains unchanged,, the TIMES is a Republican Newspaper. (In a Democrat" state.)
The TIMES believes the present tax structure is too demanding and
should be reduced. The TIME'S believes in equal rights for all but
that individual rights "must not be abridged in the pursuit of quick
social problems."
Aside from his busy duties with the paper. Chandler is an avid surfer and weightlif ter. A graduate of Andover Academy, Chandler heads
the Andover Club of Southern California.
While at Stanford, he was President of the Stanford Chapter of
Delta Kappa Epsilon and Captain of the Track Team. v

OTIS CHANDLER
The intention of tlie proposal is
not to divide the college but to
unify it.
President Robert E. L. Strider

RELS ' Social Pr oposals
Spell Grea ter Cam pus Unity

President Robert E. L. Strider has announced a new social proposal that strives to achieve greater campus unity. The plan calls for the establishment of colleges within the college, greater student-faculty relationships and less delineation between men and women on campus.
The plan stems from the highly the men 's side of campus, eating Because the coming Colby Congress
successful "Averill experiment" of and Interacting with the men.
will focus on Stridor's proposal, the
two years ago. The Averill experThe proposal is printed in its en- page three insert may be readily
iment Involved women living on tlrety on page three of this paper. taken to the Congress.
As we stated last week, the most
importan t event In the present 3'ear
of the college will be the Colby Congress. Serving as Moderator will
Jonas , 0. Rosenthal, member of of whom at least one of the three be President Emeritus, Juli us S.
the faculty and administration, has should be a woman, at least one a Bixler. Also on the panel are Professors Thomas Eaton and Robert
been named to the newly-created man,
Rosenthal,
pro86
,
an
assistant
Reuman,
board of Trustee member
position of assistant dean ,o_ men.
fessor of sociology, has recently re- Reginald Sturdlvant and students
Tho announcement was made by turned to campus after a one year
President Strider following a meet- Internship in academic administra- Michael Picher and Ruth Seagull.
The panel members will discuss
ing of the Colby Board of Trustees. tion at the Claremont Colleges in
the proposal for an hour. The floor
One ot President Stridor 's pro- California. He Is presently on sab- will then bo open for discussion.
posals to tho Colby Congress is batical leave to complete final re- Much discussion is predicted as tho
that the offices and functions of quirements for a Ph.D. degree.
proposal ia subj ect to hot controthe Dean O'f Men and the Dean of
versy.
The appointment as assistant to
Women bo amalgamated Into ono Dean of Men George T. Nlckerson
A travelling microphone will bo
office, presided ovor by a Dean of will become effective in tho second used so that questions addressed to
Students and, for the time being, aemestcr,
the Chair will be heard by all. Over
two Associate Deans of Students,
one
thousand seats will be arrangA graduate of Phillips Exeter
ed
ln
a semicircle facing the north
Academy and Swarthmore College,
'
wall
of Runnals Union.
Rosenthal joi ned tho Colby faculty
The Colby College Congress will
ln 1957. He holds a master 's degree
from the University of "North Car- bo the soono ot muc-t discussion
olina and has completed Ph,D. and debate oyer the new proposal,
resident retirements at tho University of Pennsylvania where ho
VACATION OUTS
taught from 19B5-B7.
Any student absent without exIn 1062, President Strider ap- cuse from tlio meeting of his last
pointed Rosenthal as his adminis- class before n vacation or tlie moottrative assistant, a post he left last ing of his flrst class niter a vacayear to accopt - the internship in tion shall bo lined $21$, The word
academic administration awarded VACATION Is Interpreted to moan
by Tho Hills L. Phillips Founda- tho Thanksgiving Jrccess nnd tho
tion of Now York City. During tho spring recess. This out rule also
program ho was associated with applies to absences from the meetDoan of Students Slielton Boatty ings scheduled during tlio first two
at Pomona College, ono o'f tho six days of tlio January Plan.
affiliated institutions which com- (Pago 01 ' Student <3ov_wimeiit
prises the Claremont group.
Hantlbooft)
Jonas O. Rosenthal

Rosenthal Asst Men's Dean

The fou r part new dorm will bear the names of Neil Leonard , Boston;
Reginald Sturtevant , Livermore Fal ls; Ern est Marrine r, Waterville;
and J u lian Taylor.

New Dortn Complex Named
After Four Colby Friends

by Walter Ef from
Following a meeting of tho board *
of trustees,- President Stridor announced that (fou r units, of the new
co-od dormitory presently being
built adj acent to the Chapo! will
bear tho names of Noll Leonard of
Boston , (Reginald H. Sturtevant of
Livermore Falls, Dean Ernest C.
Marriner of Watorvillo, and the
Into Professor Julian D. Taylor.
All four are graduates of Colby.
Leonard <1021), chairman of the
board ,of trustees, 1940-_96O, and
now an honorary Ufo member of
that body, was national Chairman
of tho 1002-1065 Ford HTcundation
Challenge Campaign which provided Colby with $0.4 million, Leonard' s classmate, Sturtevant, was
chairman o'f the board of trustees
from 10(10-1006, and has tor some
timo boon Chairman o'f tho board of
directors of tho Llvormoro Falls
Trust Co.

A former Dean of Men, 1942-40,
and a member of the Colby Class
ot 1913, Ernest Marriner is tho author of The History of Colby College and has participated actively
ln many civic affairs. • Ho has
served as a member of the State
Board o'f 'Education since 1049.
In 1868 after his graduation, Julian D. Taylor joined tho Colby
faculty, and 'five yoara later was
named Professor of Latin Languages and Literature. Tho rustic
Eoman hold this position until his
retirement in 1980. His 62 year
tenure at Colby Is thought to bo
tho longest of any American college processor, a fact which may
woll qualify him for inclusion in
The Gulnoss Booh of Itecords.
Tho fifth unit of tlio now residence complex will, of course, bo
a fraternity, a chapter house for
tho national Kappa Delta Rho
brotherhood.

The Colby - Bates Game

Editorials:

A Newspaper Can Maintain Identity

Circumstance is such today that few newspaper editors are afforded the opportunity to die for their beliefs. This does not mean, however, t hat a newsp aperman is not in a p osition to assert and d ef end
his beliefs.
One such man is Otis Chandler. Chandler has proven that a newspaper can change with a r ap idly chang ing socie t y and still maint ain
continuity of philosop hy. .
From its founding, the TIMES has been a Republican paper and
so long as there is a Los Angeles Times, there will undoubtedly be a
Republican paper. It is difficult for a paper to support a secondary
f igure — as the TIMES did Barry Goldwater — and still maintain
public respect.
Perhaps the whole liey . to the success of the TIMES under Otis
Ch andl er 's l eader ship ha s been the f act that Chandl er real izes that
peop le tod ay are more discerning than they have ever been before.
They demand both sides of the story.
Nor does Chandler cling to stagnant codes of journalism. Earlvj
thi s year , Chandler aff ected a chang e f rom the s tandard eight column
"hairline" layout to a more readable six column "space " layou t.
More important than literary or style changes of a paper is the fact
that a newspaper can obj ect ively report the news and maintain its
own identity. Otis Chandler has done this with the Los Angeles
TIMES.

Personal Experiences At Bates

Gentlemen:
Thank you for your charming
letter of October 31.
Concerning your cordial invita-

Dear Mr. Jost,
The implications inherent in your
ECHO article of 28 October about
drinking in this state are very disturbing. Your unfortunate,- nay,
ridiculous and insulting analogy
about the "sedate" qualities of our
beloved but intemperate Bates lead
to one of two possible conclusions:
you are either woefully ignorant
or an insulting cad.
If the first conclusion is true,
may we take this opportunity to
inform you that the situation you
have described on the Colby campus is very much the same here,
with the qualifications that we always have been "wet" on campus
at Bates and that co-ed drinking
is happily hardly uncommon; (re :
your ' comment about upperelassmen without dates).
If the second conclusion is true,
may we take this opportunity to
a), question the legality of your
ancestry and b). inform you that
you are a misleading ignoramus
and damned fool: in which case
we cordially invite you to Bates
It is very easy to negatively criticize anything. The true mark of November 12 for our sedate Sadie
Hawkins fun and frolics.
cri t icism is t ha t it is cons t ructiv e, tha t it off ers an alternati ve to t he
Hoping to hear from you,
problem at hand.
Cordially,
Presently, there is a d ef inite social problem on campus. The probKenneth C. Burgess
Editor-in-Chief
lem is ent ered around Colby's "co-existing" ra t her than "coordinated ,
Peter
B. Beekman
coeducational" at mosphere. The problem also includes the limited
Advisory..Board..Chairman
realm of student-faculty relationships.
Wyland F. Leadbeatter
Af t er much serious consid er ation and caref ul planning, Pre sident
Vice-Chairman, Men 's
S t ride r has off e r ed an ou tline f or t he solving of the social problem.
Council
f
The p hilo sop h y o t he pro p osal is to unif y a Colby Coll eg e to a bet t er
functioning, more efficien t academic institution.
Thoug h no t radical , the proposal is bound to cause furor as it does
disrupt status quo. And here is where logical , well th oug h criticism is
needed t o solve t hose apparent problems ari sing from the proposal.
The Colby College Congress this Sunday affords the students the
opp ortuni ty t o constructivel y criticize President Strider's prop osal in
hopes of resolving any problems that will arise.
J.H.D.
Editor of the Echo:
I' m sure we all enjoyed reading
P. X. Mathew' s vague and peevish
comments on the INTERCOURSE
To the Editor:
be counted. Looking at the elec- AFFAIR. And why did YOU go,
A group of almost 100 men voted tion in this light one would have to
Frank ? Didn't like all that stuff
by proxy for Kathy Hill for Home- agree that it does appear to be a
In negative, eh? Well, don 't go
coming Queen. This was the larg- bit shady.
away mad, I'm sure that with your
est number of votes that any canSome sort o'f retribution should mind and experience, etc. Don 't
didate received and yet she did
let those pasty faced adolescent
NOT win the election. Why? The be made. AT THE VERY LEAST,
boys throw you, just look at the
ballots were accepted at the desk those responsible should place an
work, look at the work. Study
outside the spa but when it came open letter of apology in the
hard. You'll learn.
time to tally the votes the proxies ECHO; and responsible individuals
Abbott Meader
were not counted.
should be put in charge of future
elections to guarantee that noth- .
The issue Is this: was the elecing like this will happen again.
tion fair? I teel that a vote which
Is accepted is a vote which should
Richard Kuchar, '68

Proposal Needs
Constructive Criticism

Header Throws
Verbal Tantrum

Indies Protest Queen Results

the
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Brakhage
Defeated

To the Editor:
I. couldn 't agree more with Frank
Mathews1 view* about our embarrassed moralists. Tho solemn defenders of art miss the point as
much as their pious opposltes. But
I think Mr. "Mathews is an embarrassed symbolist at heart, and it
seems to rrfe this approach equally
misses tho point of a film like
Brakhago's; The Moralists aro disappointed "because they feel cheated 1 by the film, and the symbolists
shout '"pretentious " because both
watch with mistaken expectations.
If the film uses bits o'f recognizable reality as Its material, does It
follow that thoy need to bo literal
and/or symbolic? I think not. The
film soems more to offer an experience with visual rhythms than
with Intercourse In any literary
sonso.
I don't expect Brakhago to bo
groat, or oxhll ora 'tlng, or ovon
sano. He's Inviting mo to participate In a different way of Booing,
and, like all attempts to adjust my
vision, I expect to strain my eyes
a llttlo.
P. Brancacclo

tion, I must reply that I won't be
able to make your Sadie Hawkins
frolic on November 12 for
two
reasons.
First, I only recently
visited
Bates to look
the place over.
Second,
after
reading my letter, I strongly
doubt that you
will still desire
JOST
my presence, at
least ior peaceful purposes. But since YOU
brought up the subject let me tell
you about my trip to "sedate"
Bates.
A friend and I drove down to
Lewiston, neither of us having seen
the pla ce before, in ,order to try
and get a picture of 'life at Bates
College. We were directed by some
students to what seemed to be the
center of social activity on campus, a snackbar. Before we could
enter, however, we happened to
run into freshmen girls who were
nice enough to show us around and
answer some questions.

They led us into the snackbar
(no ordinary snackbar, mind you,
but the " Bobcat Den"), a nice
little room with calico curtains,
boothes around the side, a big
space in the center where you can
stand,- and a beautiful counter complete with railing that you can put
your arm on. Instead of stepping
up and ordering a shot of red-eye,
however, we proceeded out the rear
door, past the all-college post-office , up a flight of stairs and into
what I believe must (have been the
Student "Lounge ". You can imagine the luxurious atmosphere that
emanated from the bare wooden
floor, painted over brick, and
sumptuous straight-backed chairs.
There WERE several couches, and
I did not see any basketball nets,
so it must have been a lounge.

drinking prohibited. In all fairness
it should be noted that these dances are probably no worse than
Colby's All-College Dances—which
are, as you know, "Swingin ' affairs.' '
Of course even the finest activity cannot hold everyone' s attention. It seems that there is a certain "mountain ", where people go
to be alone (especially in January)
and you can rent a motel or cabin
with the money you saved by not
joining a "frat" . It also seems,
strangely enough, that many Bates
students leave for the entire weekend -r- going to Boston and other
more "sedate " places.
As we went on to other subjects
our friends informed us that, in
certain level courses your attendance is requested, nay, required,
upon penalty of one grade level
per "cut". But don't worry friend.
If you oversleep you can take your
case to the Dean, who is presumably an understanding soul, and
who will often forgive you your
sins with an official pardon.
We were just beginning to enjoy
our company, when they abruptly
announced that they had to leave
in order to make their ten o'clock
curfew and scampered off — presumably to avoid changing into
pumpkins. We wandered around
some more, talking to people and
looking over the architecture,
which is about like the old Colby
campus —- bad.

I happened to ask one person,
as we -walked along the venerable
paths, what Bates, which isn 't such
a cheap place to go to after all,
did with all their money i'f they
weren't lavishing it on student
comforts. He replied that he
wasn 't sure, but that he thought
that Bates faculty salaries were
very high, which I could easily see
must be the case if they were to
keep anyone there.
The students are friendly, and
perhaps by forming their own litAnyway, we sat down and talked tle groups and ignoring various
about life at Bated. Neither of the (drinking?) rules, they manage to
girls had heard of parietal hours, maintain their sanity. From what
but they said that girls are not al- I heard, their administration is not
lowed on the SIDEWALKS to the most dynamic in New England,
men 's dormitories, making the and conditions are not likely to
whole question unnecessary. There change in the near, future.
Incidentally, after this letter,
are no fraternities or sororities to
waste student time either. Como to gentlemen, you 'll probably want to
think of It, there didn 't seam to be send up an assassination squad to
much of any social life to waste get me at my room in the Elmwood
student's time, except for the big Hotel . I'm warning you, don 't try
Saturday night AH-College Danco it.
Cordially,
held either in the Student Lounge
Peter Jost
or ln some other gymnasium,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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Certain Proposals * * RELS
November 1, 1966

In his latests tatement,. 'Certain Prop osals ' President Strider outline
some ideas f o r changing in part , Colb y 's social structure .

Some Questions For
The Colby Congress

The Sub-committee of the Colby College Congress with the Campu s Affairs Committee has proposed the -following questions, which
are statements of the problem to which President Strider's p roposal
will address itself.
1. What are the intellectual standards which Colby students are expected to meet? What is the level of social standards here and are
- they congruent with the desired and/or existing intellectual stand-

ards ?

2. The Campus Affairs Committee was organized to promote communica t ion among diff erent parts of the campus. Yet, much of the
f r u st ration pre sent on t his campus can be tra ced to the lack of
communication between such groups as: faculty-students, administration-students, faculty-administration , faculty members-faculty
members, studen t-students, outside world-Colby. Is there some
way of pr oviding f or the gen eral campus the same op en atmosphere
which is present at campus affairs?
3. Resolved: that the social stigma here at Colb y has b een f ostered
by the lack of academic and/or intellectual ingenuity on the part

of the students and the f aculty and has been enhanced by the lack

of communication between the above.
4. What difference do you see, if any, in the need f or certain limits to
be p laced on the campus-social life but NOT on the academic life
as t he two comp lement each other — if they do?
5. Colby fosters : dishonesty ? intellectualism ? fragmentation? freed om?
¦i. An approach to an academic-social community : academic living
centers which foster student and faculty response toward intellect ual communication as to academics , society, and the world.
J. What campus environment, both architectuall y and theorecticall y,
will lead to optimum communication between students and students , f aculty and students , administration and students; thereby,
breaking the dichotomy between Colb y 's academic and social lif e?

Certain Prop osals - A Query

A brief and by no means comprehensive look at President Stridor' s "Proposals " ,
Wo do not wish to argue that
Dr. Stridor has touched upon somo
relevant points in his "Certain
Proposals". We wish to take little,
if any, exception to his ideas as to
the problems that exist and need
to bo solved. However, it would
soem that the basic premise upon
which Dr. Stridor 's "Proposal "
rests need somo further examination , The-President soems to feel
that tho directed association ofoortain ' potentially incompatible
groups can bo tho basis upon which
the soclo-intoHectual future of tho
college can be organized.
It would appear to us that the
°Jdy typo of association which can
pi'ovldo a stable, permanent, foundation for any future Improvements in tho present situation Is a
spontaneous ono, That la, relationships which naturally develop
a»npng people duo to a general
compatibility of personalities.

Colby has an immense potentiality for being a
stimulating and rewarding ¦college community. In
many ways it is. Yet some of this potentiality is not
being realized. Last winter some ,of the implications
of this state of affairs were explored in a memorandum I sent to a number of student leaders and organizations, later published in the. Echo. We know
that Colby is not alone among institutions of higher
education in recognizing certain problems. In fact,
in that memorandum I quoted at some length part
of an analysis of the difficulty at another prominent
New England college. The responses to this memorandum, published and unpublished, indicated an
awareness on the part of our students that the problems do exist. May I mention just a few.
There is not sufficient interrelationship between
the social activities and the intellectual pursuits of
the students. It would be well if our _ students were to
get to know more of their fellow students, and to engage in informal interchange with more than a few
faculty members. Social life itself at Colby is rather
barren. An appreciable number of upperclass men
students prefer to live in apartments in town rather
than on the campus, a fact that constitutes, with all
due regard for the changing times and more, an indictment of the college rather than, in m ost cases,
of the students.
Some reasons for these and other difficulties have
been suggested. One is that at Colby there is an insufficient degree of coeducation, and it is argued that
a higher degree would bring improvement, both socially and intellectually. The "Averill experiment"
two years ago demonstrated that coeducational dining is desirable. It Is believed also that more coeducation, with an accompanying increase in the frequency of opportunity for casual association, could
be achieved in the housing arrangements, an assumption that led to the planning of the new dormitories.
Another argument is that responsibility for the arrangement of social occasions, on weekends and
otherwise, rests almost exclusively with the fraternities, and that their activities are of a somewhat exclusive as well as unimaginative sort. It has been
urged that we evolve a social atmosphere in which
fraternities might be given wider opportunities for
full participation in the life of the campus and the
on-going .development of the .college. Fraternities
everywhere, including those at Colby, are thought to
have 'limited futures as institutions unless such opportunities are provided and, concurrently, responsibility for taking advantage of these opportunities
accepted.
Finally, some of these difficulties arise from the
fact that, ironically we are not the "small college "
we say we are and try to be. Long ago the college
passed whatever boundary there is between small
and large. The chances are that in terms of opportunities for faculty-student and student-student relationships, a college is no longer small when it goes
beyond an enrollment of 500, It would be desirable
for us to work out a system that would enable Colby
to restore and then maintain some Of the advantages of a college of less than 500, even though our enrollment approaches 1500 and, if we are to be realistic, may be permitted in the next decade by the Board
of Trustees to climb still higher,
In view of these considerations, which we might
accept as premises, may I advance certain proposals,
constituting a synthesis of suggestions and observations emanating in the last year or so from students,
faculty, trustees, and other friends of the college :
THE PROPOSAL
(1) That a rearrangement of the living accomodations be effected , involving the housing of men in
certain spaces now on tho women 's side of the campus (to theorize, possibly Foss and -Woodman) , and
the housing of women in certain spaces now on the
men 's side (to theorize, possibly one or more of the
dormitories behind or around tho library), It would
bo desirable to bring about ' this change in the fall o'f
1D67, at the time when the new coeducational dormitory complex beyond the chapel is ready for occupancy.
(2) That all dining become coeducational, by regular ass ig nment
(8) That whon these rearrangements have been
worked out, tho college bo organized into four ..or
perhaps five residential units (to be called "colleges ", "houses, " ov whatever term seems agreeable) , each to consist of something loss than 500 students ; and each to bo mado up of a group of men
living ln one or more do rmitories, a group of women
living ln one or more dormitories, and tho men living

One of the more minor of Dr,
Strider 's proposals is that of coeducational dining by "regular
assignment" , Wo have at tho present time the potential for coeducational dining on a voluntary basis; it has not been a marked success, and we do not see how making It mandatory would increase its
effectiveness . In producing "casual
relationships ". After all, even cattle have the righ t to choose their
foddor-matos,
Our primary obj ection to the proposed "residential units " is that
thoy represent an oxtontion of the
arbitrary associations which wo already find necessarily present ln
tlio dormito ries, Thoso artificial ly greater social privacy. This need
un i ts , with thoir corresponding so- for social privacy Is ono of the
cial purposes: in effect, fraterni- major arguments In favor of o'ffties and sororities without tho campus apartments,
As to "the possibility (being) exnames or advantages. Indeed, It is
difficult to oonc'olvo how organiz- plored of developing within oa«h
ing social activities for "something r es id ent i a l un i t an aroa o'f curricloss than 000 students " will in any ular emphasis" in order to furnish
manner alleviate tho prevalent stu- "a basis for conversational interdent doslro and nood for potential- change and intellectual Involve-

in one or more of the fraternities. To theorize once
again, one such unit might consist of the men in Foss
(if it is decided to house men there) , the women in
Dana (or a part thereof) , and the men in one or two
of the fraternities. Each residential unit would take
all its meals together, in one of the dining areas, as
designated.
(4) That each member of the faculty be appointed
an affiliate of one of the residential units, with a
faculty member as head (housemaster, direc t o r, or
whatever seems an appropriate title ) , who would
agree to serve as a liaison officer with the offices of
the student deans. It would be hoped that every faculty member would he willing to take a number of
meals each semester with the students in the unit
with which he is affiliated, and to join them for occasional informal discussion programs, planned or
unplanned, in the lounges or common rooms available .to that group.
Residential Units
(5) That the residential units, each with its own
governing body, organize social affairs, on weekends
and ot her wise, enjoying the privilege or using any
of the space assigned to them (including the living
rooms of fraternity houses), and that they also organize, with the assistance of the Department of
Physical Education and Athletics, appropri ate intramural athletic programs.
(6) That the possibility be explored of developing
within each residential unit an area of curricular
emphasis, perh aps leading to a program of general
education, seminar-discussions, or at least a sequence
of courses required of students within the unit. Such
a progra m, would give all the students associated
with the -unit a common intellectual experience and
a common body of intellectual concern, providing
both the students belonging to the unit and the faculty affiliated with it as a basis for conversational interchange and intellectual involvement. This further
dimension would transcend in importance the merely social opportunities which the organization of the
unit would in the first place make possible.
(7) That the offi cial distinction between "men 's
division " and "women ' s division " be discontinued ,
the students listed in directories alphabetically without regard to their sex and the degrees conferred at
Commencement the same way, and that the offices
and functions of the Dean of Men and the Dean of
Women be amalgamated into one office, presided over
by a Dean of Students and, for the time being, two
Associate Deans of Students, at least one of the three
of whom should be a woman, at least one a man.
(8) That each married student and each commuting student (and any other student who for some
special reason may live off campus) be assigned an
affiliation with one of the residential units in order
to make it possible for him to enjoy the benefits of
this association, both social and intellectual.
Details To Bo Worked Out
It is obvious that to put into effect these proposals
a number of implied details would have to be worked
out. Exactly which spaces should be allocated to men
and which to women ? Whore should the members of
each unit dine? Should all students be required to
dine on campus? What alterations of physical space
should he undertaken in order to provide facilities
for resident faculty couples and families within the
units and for faculty offices or studies or perhaps
seminar rooms? What social regulations, includin g
those affecting the use of alcoholic beverages, should
be evolved? 'Should students and faculty members
retain permanent affiliation with the same unit?
Should the membership of each unit involve all four
undergraduate classes?
It should be kept in mind that although those proposals could be at first effected without major physical change, future building plan's should bo drawn
with the end in view of strengthening such n sys tem.
I am thinking especially of a Student ConterC hopefully a reality in five or six years) , in which a more
comprehensive coeducational dining area than is
now feasible in tho Roberts Union migh t be constructed, together with spa, bookstore, central postofflco, and in addition common rooms and lounge s
associated with each of the residential units.
The intention of these proposals is not to divide the
collogo but to unify it. At tho moment it is fragmented. The focussing on smaller workable units, in
which a genuine souse of community, both social and
Intellectual, migh t bo achieved , would then provide
the framework for activities of a college-wide nature
In which all tho residential units, each a coherent
entity, would bo expected to cooperate,

ment", it soems to us that bho advantages resulting from suoh a
situation would be, in tho very
least, nullified by tlio inherent reduction in tho variety of IntoIIootual stimuli received iby tho student, Tho forced association would
seem to offer tho breeding ground
for yet another clique, albeit, a

large one.
Our observations aro based upon
tho rather sketchy outline we have
at hand. Wo hopq. that ln tho inevitable elucidations by Dr, Stridor on his "Proposals", tho objections which wo hayo raised will bo
considered.
Chris Curloy, Dana Ho lk os

MULE KICKS
by Richard Lewis
The comment on last week's editorial reached a point this weekend
that compelled me to make serious thoughts about writing my last
Will and Testament. Therefore, I will begin this week by try ing to
explain last week's work.

"Mule Kicks" was set out in three parts : the first being a direct
ciuote from an interview with coach Simpson; the second, a series of
quotes from various Colby students that I preferred to give anonymity ; and the third, my hasty, yet straight defense of
administration for a
the coach and the team, and another p lea to the
"
"concrete and comprehensible statement of athletic policy.
what the
The first part of the article was self-exp lanatory, as it was
sportswriters that
coach told not only to me, but to the rush of other
the responhe met during the week. The second part I must assume
a
nn
e
r in which
sibility for as an error of j ud gmen t on my part ; th e m
jou rnalism —
it was presented was misleading, and was, in fac t, low
meaning
a fault to which sportswriters often fall without necessarily
ditori
al, but
in
an
e
to. Those comments did not, I now realize, belong
". Finally,
rather should have appeared with -the "Letters to the Editor
t he last part , as a defense, was miserably inadequa te, and thus I should
like to restate it.
be questioned in regard to his quality as
John Simpson can never
a gentl eman, f or he is one of the finest I have known. He has been
more than fair to me in time and conversation. I, as his players, respect him to a great extent, not only for th ese gen tlemanly quali ties,
but for his ability to do what he has done under the adverse conditions he has been forced to coach with during his tenur e at Colby.

One of his qualities showed itself strongly this Monday, wh en , in
ta lking with him, he did not chastise me for the editorial — as a number of others did — but rather accepted whatever second-guessing
was apparent on my part as an occupational hazard of coaching.
The last few sentences of the editorial were dedicated to what has
been a common statement in what some call the "Great L ewis Epic" :
a desire for the administration to express itself in regard to athletic
for thcoming — it makes one wonder if anyone in Eustis DOES read
policy at Colby, both now and for the future. N aturally, one was not
the ECHO — and I will therefore make a try at prying one from
these silent beings at the Colby Congress this Sunday. In a sense, it
is a showdown for me: I will soon know, by vir tue of stu dent support
at this Congress, whether all my yelling and screaming t hr ough out
the past year has been in vain or not. I dare President Strider to stand
up in fr on t of six or seven hundred studen t s, many of whom will be
athletes, and tell them that athletics is NOT an integral part of Colby, a thought one is often led to believe.

¦'
Footballers Face Finale - - Inj uries Deplete Starters
Varsity f oot b all will be making its last showing tomorrow when the 1-6 Mules head to Lewiston for a
finals with their nerennial natsies. Bates.
Unfortunately for Colby, the
Bobcats (5-2) are having an excellen t season an d appea r t o be at
full strength for Saturday 's tilt.
The Mules, on the other hand, will
be able to suit up about twenty-five
men (down five from last week) on
their injury stricken squad.
Bates has a massive line that
averages about 230, and at the end
of it is the leading scorer in New
Englan d, Bruce Winslow,. who has
scored 10 touchdowns to date. The
Mules, of course, will not be able
to spit up quarterback Bill Loveday ; in addition, bac"ks Bob Kimball and Brett Halvorson, a pair
of seniors, will not be ready to
play. Jack Sherger, a sophomore
defensive standout, is listed as a
doubtful starter, as is linebacker
Rich Habesian.
Vince Ciaciolo (26), tries to get behin d the blocking of
Coach John Simpson, however,
Bob Ahern (84) against Maine.
refused to concede tomorrow's
game to Bates. He was exceptionally pleased with, the job that his
men did against an overpowering
Maine club last week, and noted
that this year 's Maine club was not
as strong as those of the past. In
other years, Colby had t rou bl e in
moving against any of the Black
The Bates booters toppled the and rebounded toward the otpen Bears ' three defensive teams, but
White Mules at Loebs Field on Oc- goal. Gottlieb saw the ball and last week, although the Mules were
tober 26 by a score of 4-2. The Bob- drove it into the nets fer his sec- held to one first 'down by Maine ' s
cats drew blood first on their only ond goal in four minutes.
first team, they made ten against
Evan s Scores
earned goal of the game at 14:09
their second team.
Bates, with a 3-0 lead at the
of the first period. The three other
O'Connor Impressive
Bates ' goals were the results of a start of the second frame, soon
He also felt that Colby 's defense
direct kick, a penalty kick, and saw its margin fall to two points was superb, when one considers the
as Colby 's fast left inside, Bud
some lucky breaks.
fact that he could suit up but 30
Sid Gottlieb, in side left, scored Evans, put the Mules on the score- players against the Maine masses.
two goals in the second period , the board at 6:32 of that period. He Even though Maine is basically a
first on a direct kick and the sec- took a rebound off the goalpost running team, the Colby defense
ond on a lucky rebound. Brad and drove the ball into the left allowed the Bears to complete only
Coady, the Mule goalkeeper, called side of the Bobcat goal where goal- three passes in the entire game,
for the ball well out in front of keeper Mahar was unable to reach and even then gained a sort of
moral victory by holding Maine
the Colby goal just as the fullback it.
After Bates scored its fourth scoreless in the first quarter. He aswas about to kick the ball clear.
As Coady made his move, he real- goal in the third period on a pen- signed his highest praise to capized that he was too 'far out to alty shot, Bole Stefifey, the hust- tain Len O'Connor, who made ten
field the ball with his hands, so ling Colby left wing, scored the unassisted tackles and was called
he had to kick it. Unfortunately, Mules ' second and last goal at by the pro scouts (who had come
the ball struck the Colby fullback 12:31 of that period. Greg Nelson, to see Maine 's All-American John
trying his offensive best to help the Huard) as "the finest defensive
Mules, had eleven shots on the player on the field". The 230 lb.
goal, and at least five times when Huard impressed all by continuing
a score seemed certain , he kicked to tackle 155 lb, Don Cooper for a
personal duel of his Colby career the ball just over the top of the full eight seconds after the playthis Monday in Boston wh en he goal. Both the Colby and Bates stopping whistle blew.
Fi-oyer Near Record
takes on Holy Cross 1 nationally goalies had the same number of
Simpson
also cited Steve Freyer
saves
in
their
respective
goals:
8,
known Art Dulong, a sub-nine minfor
his
gamo
in general and for
but
Colby
had
22
shots
on
the
ute two miler, in the freshmen div1_
three
of
his
Bates
pro-type
goal
as
compared
catches in
for
to
'
ision of the New England crossparticular.
The
6-3
junior
has thus
the
Bobcats.
Coach
SI
Dunklee
country championships.
rated Bates as one of the stronger far caught 36 passes for 493 yards,
teams that tho Mules have faced and with any luck, should this
this year, with Springfield be- weekend surpass the all-time Coling the other,
by record for most yards received
Sophomore Mickey Jako was a passing for a -season (552, set by
pillar of strength as he played a John Jacobs In 1954.)
In seven games this year, Bill
great defensive gamo for Colby.
Loveday
and Ed Woodin have
The strong Batos offonse was also
passed
for
985 total yards, whi ch is
hold in check by the fine play of
definitely
a
credit to Loveday, who
Al Gray and John Cooper at the
had
to
overcome
the team 's early
positions,
fullback
Cooper kicked
season
Inability
to
become cohesure Bates goals out of tho goalsive,
and
to
Woodin
,
a sophomore
mouth twice when they seemed in.
who
had
to
como
ln
from
the bench
Tho major disappointment for
and
make
a
series
of
difficult
adcoach Dunkloo was the fact that
ju
stments
under
adverse
conditho gamo was played before loss
tions, Simpson felt that Woodin
than fifty Colby fans.
"came of ago " in tho Maine gamo,
"•Nooch " Boats Maine
Dave Manning outhustl.es (ant
and
tho Bates coach Indicated earIn last rtaturdn y 's struggle at
out elbows) an opponent .
lier
this
week that ho had a high
Maine, tho revitalized and Inspired
regard
for
tho Woodln-Froyor acrBlack Boar soccormon gave the
id
combination.
homo fans something ' to cheer
At this point, Simpson plans to
about as thoy scored their second
start
Dave Aronson in Shergor 's
goal of tho season at 15:25 of tho
safety
spot and Jim Patch at ono
first period,
of
tho
running bade positions, Tho
FBI. - WED.
With the return to action of thoir
other
slot
will bo filled by Don
aco foreign player, Swatulanl , tho
"WRONG BOX"
Cooper
and
Mike Moonoy, a pair
Black Boars hold tho Mulos to a
of
spoodstors
who will alternate at
John Mills
ono to one deadlock at 5:38 of tho
;
tho
position,
last period. At this point , coach
Italph Rich unison
Dunkloo put soph BUI Antonnuccl winning goal at 10:22 of tho final
!'
back Into bho game, and this period. Bud Kvans had earlier
Michael Cain
proved 'to bo tho turning point as scored tho first goal of tho gamo
Potor Sellers
[
|
"Nooch" toolc a beautiful cross for tho Mulos at 0:11 of tho aooond
from Nelson and headed ln tho period.

Bobcats Tumble Mules
Booters Slip by Maine

MA M O R OMPS AT EASTERNS

Sebs Mam o, Colby 's freshman
cross country sensation , placed
first in the freshmen division of
the Eastern Intercollegiate championships at Franklin Park in Boston last Friday as he led his cohorts to an overall third place finish in the meet.
Mamo, clocked at 15:31 for the
3.1 milo course, arrived at the finish line a full 62 seconds — approximately a quarter of a mile —
before his nearest competitor ,
Providence ' s Paul LaBonte. Providence, as strong as usual , put men
in t h o seco n d , third , fourth , sixth,
and seventh places to cop the team
championships with 22 points,
Bates was second with 65 points,
nnd Colby ' s frosh were third with
74. Craig Johnson was 16th to bo
tho next finisher for Colby over
^ John Lombard
the 3.1 mile course,
was a close 17th, while Bob French
was 18th , Tho final Colby scoring
place went to Mike Steinberg in

!
i

ART

22nd.
The varsity, led by Ken Borchers ' seventh place finish and Tom
Maynard's 12th place showing,
took third in overall varsity honors with 81 points, and in the process avenged an early season loss
to Bowdoin in a dual meet competition , Providence took v first
place with a perfect score o'f 15,
Earlier this week, the varsity
bowed to a largo Maine team , 2140, despite Tom . Maynard' s third
place finish and Ken Borcher ' s
fourth place position. The unbeaten frosh romped over Waterville
H,S.", 15-47, with Mamo, Johnson ,
French , Lombard, and Steinberg
being tho first 1'ivo aci_ ss tho finish lino, Their unbeaten skein goes
on the line against the powerful
Bates frosh tomorrow, while the
varsity hopes t o finish the season
at .500 with a victory over the
Batos varsity at tho same time,
Mamo will have tho toughest

DEPA RTMENT

We are add ing items to our downstairs
Hav e you checked it lately ?
Some prints in stock and many, many that we can
order for you.
;
Custom Framing.
;
|

Berry's Stationers
74 Main Street
Wate rville , Maine

I

|
I
|

Stand ing left to rig ht are — Dick Lemieux, Leo Amato, J im "Red
Bar on" Helmer, J eff Browning, Dick Mather and Chip Neiderauer.
Doug Howe is somehow missing from the picture . The six future pil ots
have soloed in conjunctio n with the Colby Air Force ROTC Flight
Instruction Program. They are on their way to winning Private Pilo t's
Licenses. The extensivetrainin g course includes instructio n in navigation and aerod ynamics as well as cross-country fli g hts around the
tf ate.

COLBY COLLEGE DINING

ARfiM _EMENTS - N0¥. & 1966
—

I
j
I
j

—

— -
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All regular dining service in col- PHI DELTA THETA
lege dining hall will not be availPhi Delta Theta
able on this particular evening. AiMary how Annex
ter the adjournment (600 p.m. of
Mary Low 1st floor
the Congress, please go to the folWoodman 3rd floor
lowing locations for dinner (as ALPHA TAU OMEGA
they pertain to you) :
Alpha Tau Omega
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Foss 3rd floor
Lambda Chi Alpha
TAU DELTA PHI
Dana 1st floor north
Tau Delta Phi
Dana 1st floor south
Louise Coburn 1st floor
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
Mary Low 2nd floor
Delta Kappa Epsilon
DELTA UPSILON
Dana 1st floor center
Delta Upsilon
Dana 3rd floor center
Foss 2nd floor
Foss 1st floor
ZETA PSI

I

_____ -_______m_m3_ ^^

™i__-ii_-ri __ _ niTT_iii-^^

IMPORTANT

Regula r Dining HalEs will be closed for
the Sunda y evening meal. If you plan to
eat on campu s Sunday evening check
above list for your dining area assign-

ment.
—

— — -^ «- -. -» _» - » — — — _¦— ¦ mt i _i i i _i — i_i np- iq^ _^ _p «p _^- -^ _»- ¦_—^ ——r _i _¦ i— _p ap _P' _ _^ _pi ^ .^ i_pi '
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CO-ED FASHIONS
of DISTIN CTION

by Debbie Hodges
QUESTION : Why do you tbink parietal hours are necessary at Colby?
ANSWERS:
PHEL WYSOR, 1970: Although Colby is a co-ed school, there is an obvious lack of co-ed activities. Also
there is a pressing need for privacy. I think that being able to
call on girls and visit in their rooms
is the solution.
MARTHA MENCH, 1967; I seriously doubt whether freshmen girls
are old enough to handle the responsibility. For that matter, are
any of the girls ,able to entertain
men in their rooms? The need for
privacy exists, but this is not the
solution.
BOLE STEFFEY, 1969: Until Colby builds an adequate student center, the available places such as the
spa, the libe, or the unions are inadequate for privacy. For serious
discussions, for studying with a
girl, or for a friendly conversation,
the idea of parietal hours seems
great.
BOB NELSON, 1967: I've seen
times when there has been a real
Zeta Psi
Louise Coburn 2nd floor
Woodman 2nd floor
DANA HALL LOUNGE
Alpha Delta Phi
Pepper Hall Independents
Dana 2nd floor north
Dana 2nd floor south
Averill Independents
SMITH-DUNN LOUNGE —
RUNNALS UNION
Kappa Delta Rho
Butler Hall Independents
Dana 2nd floor center
Woodman ground floor
Woodman 1st floor
MARY LOW HALL LOUNGE
Small Hall Independents
Downtown Independents
Mary Low 3rd floor
LOUISE COBURN HALL
LOUNGE
Pi Lambda Phi
Chaplin Independents
Louise Coburn ground floor
Louise Coburn 3rd floor
Robblns Hall'
FOSS-WOODMAN HALL
LOUNGES
Johnson Hall Independents
Champlin Independents
Dana 3rd floor north
Dana 3rd floor south
Fraternity pledges and members
living in college dormitories or
downtown will g o to their fraternity houses.
Faculty and administration attending the Congress will bo evenly distributed without preference
to dining areas by the Sub-Committee.
Tho success of the Congress can
only bo assessed by the amount Of
constructive thought that it generates among this college community. The Sunday supper in the living units Is a way of initiating this
i

PROUD TO BE
YO UR
FO O D SERVI CE

need for people to find privacy. As
dorm counselor last year I watched
guys with off-campus dates stroll
around on Sundays with nothing to
do except kill time waiting for the
girl's ride to come. If parietal
hours had been in effect the couples could have listened to records,
or at least gotten in out ,of the cold.

ily p reparing for its f uture concert and integrating the voices of their
thirty-four members with the organizati on. The group 's new members
are Gr eg Cra wford , Phil Narfleet , Wayne Nado , J eff Sandler , D a vid
Shea , Marg a ret Baxter, Sue Baird , Eileen Boerner, Clare Bonelli, J udy
Carlisle , Chri s Celata , Rand y Redington, N atalie Simon, Cath y Seymore, Barbara Skeats, Gail Cu a tto , J ay Dorsett , P eggy Elkus, Buzzy
Files, Bonn Fowler , Ca thy Hays , Teresa Hill , Sheila. Irvin , Ma-ry Ellen
Ly le, Robin Potter , Leslie Seaman , David Baxter , Eileen Bartelli , Miles
Tibberts, Brenda Hess, Carolyn Quinn , M a rty M c Call , M a rty Luce.

On Making Colby College
A More Humane Place to Live

Next year Colby is scheduled to
become a completely residential
college. The rationale for requiring
students to live on campus was
stated by President Strider three
weeks ago at the Student Government meeting. He said that his aim
is to make Colby a place where
really vital social and intellectual
exchange can take place among all
the people of this "community ":
students, faculty and administration.
In short, lif e at Colby will become, within the next year, a meaningful and significant experience.
If students do not want this sort
of college life, the president concluded, they should not apply to
Colby in the flrst place.
Tho admlnstratlon does have the
right 'to determine policy of this
sort. But coupled with that right
is the obligation to provide at least
tho minimum living standards conducive to the sort of campus life
outlined above. After all, making
possible this type of living experience is the reason for denying off
campus living. So far as can be
determined, no administrators in
Eustis contend that the present
living conditions aro very close to
being adequate. Students are equally unanimous on this score, If ,
then , students can rightfully be required to live on campus, some significant changes must bo mado.
It is In the ligh t of thoso consid-

;
;

Alvina & Delia

137 MAIN STREET

WATERVILLE

¦
_

erations that the following tentative proposal is offered: 1) Completely remove students from the
first floor of the two quad dorms.
This would displace about 29 people, Put in their place, through
mostly minor renovation and extensive furnishings, facilities for
studying, TV, lounges, kitchens,
typing (soundproofed!) , and the
like. The first floor, thus, could be
for co-ed use. 2) House women in
the dorm that KDR is moving out
of and in either Johnson or Averill. Corresponding integration on
the other side of campus would accompany these changes. 3) Turn at
least one of the end rooms on each
floor of Johnson and Averill into
a lounge. These ideas are only tentative, and they involve much more
than has been mentioned, Yet
something along these dimensions
must be instituted BEFORE the
administration should feel at all
justified in restricting living to the
Colby College campus. We must
challenge the administration , and
particularly President Stridor, to
llvo up to somo of tho very sound
ideas that have been expressed recently or not Impose hollow restrictions, To make this challenge meaningful , much help Is needed from
both "sides " of campus in creating
Ideas, working out details, presenting tho proposal at the Congress,
and following It through afterwards.

__
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B R U N S W I CK
SWEATER AND SHIRT KITS

I

PO OR BOY RAGLANS

!
'

Little Theater

The C olb y C olleg e Glee Club , under the direction of P eter Re, is bus-

i

'V

Powder & Wig
Tryoiits for
The Cenci9
November 7
8:00 pan.

v

I

by Bernat

"~ ~~~ "

at

" "~ ~~

The YARDGOOD' S CENTER

134 MAIN STREET — WATERVILLE
P.S. BEAT BATES !
._ _

_.
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_ _ _ .
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ARNOLD

> BOARD' ]

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
Colby College Nearby
* COFFEE
SHOP
SUPERIOR
AAA
Air Conditioned
Pool
Tel. 872-2735

HOW TO STUDY LECTURE :
Dr. Paul Perez will conduct a
meeting on "How to Study " at
6:45 p.m., Nov. 8 in Given Auditorium.
* * * * *
HOMETOWN
NEWSPAPERS:
The following newspapers are now
available in the Academ y of New
England Journalists room of Miller Library, next to the periodical
room on the third floor.

ATTENTION

* * * * *

SAT. CLASSES CHANGED : For
Saturday, all 8:30, 9:30 and 11:30
classes will meet at 8, 9, and 10
a.m. 10:30 classes will be omitted.
* * * * *

*

* * * * *

WELCOME
COLBY STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
Open 7:30 to 5:30 pan.
209 MAIN STREET
WATERVI LLE
Next To Metro Bowl

>
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*
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*

*
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At Your Norge Laundry
j
and Dry Cleaning Village
j
Elm Plaza Shopping Center , Waterville
Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
done for $1.50 with this coupon . Typical load : 10
sweate r s, or 4 men's suits , or 3 ladies' suits, or 3
topcoats , or 8 trousers , or 9 dresses.
Laundry washed , dried and folded
15c lb.
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Telephone 872-9858

CANAAN HOUSE

*

*

.

-

Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weekend ?
For The Game?
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INSURANCE CORPORATIO N
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Maine
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51 Main Street

i

THE

I
I

AL COREY
MUSIC CENTER

t

Thought fully
Brought Together.

! Talk about soft sell . . . No High Pressure . . .
j That 's What We've Got Plenty of . We're a
I Browser 's Paradise . . . Friendly Salespeople , . .
I1 Big Selections of Qualit y Mercha ndise Displayed
i for Your Ea sy Examination.

SKIRT S, SWEATER S—
Everything You
Can Think Of.

'i

•_ IT
A
J
Visit
Us And
Squirrel Away All
You Need For The
Icy Months Ahead.
XT'

00 MAIN STREET

j EverytHin g In Music
TRinity 2 -S22

BP08FPORS
Jbust
* Comptis ty

1
1

1

:

|

-29 Offices in tho

coramcwnas

Mombor Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.
I

.

52 MAIN STREET

'

WATERVILLE
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"Heart of Maine "

,

Wc figure if we get enough
browsers Somebody's gonna
Buy Something.

.

jsJ L

¦
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We'd Love To See
You Before
*
Hibernation .
I

i

!

WELCOME.

_ »_ _ __

Qaality Footwear For 104 Yeaara

WELCOME TO

,
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Char ge Aecounta

I

By Giving Yo u
A Browsing
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Perf
ectlv
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Maine

Waterville

.

We 'll P rove It
i

GALLERT
SHOE STORE

.

BOY... ARE WE
SNEAKY!

FRI. - SUN.
"LET S KILL UNCLE "
Nigel Green of Ipcioss
File fame
in color
and
"THE ART OF LOVE "
James Garner
Dick Van Dyke

BOSTONIANS - BASS
PF TENNIS
CITATIONS - RED CROSS

i

129 MAIN STREET

_____________ L__________L_9

FEDERAL DEPOSIT

Waterville

j

__^r**f_r ___[ *-_P^ _ 9_ _ _ _ _B ___

Member of the

Corner of North As Pleasant Ste.
MAINIl
WATERVI LLE

DISTINCTIVE GIFTS

-
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Waterv ille
Savings Bank

V m

t

Waterville-Skowhegan
|

i

j
i

CANAAN HOUSE

88 SILVER STREET
Phone 872-8585

>

¦

PAPERBACKS , STUDY GUIDES
USED TEXT S.
•

LONG -LEY STUDIOS

I

;

*

Call to day for appointmen ts . . . Christm as Delivery for all "Who make appointment s NOW ! Appointmen ts made after Nov. 12th , delivery in Jan- '
uar y.

J

See
"COOKIE" MICHA EL

50c

3 5x7's in folders , complete
Only $8.00
Loads of other combinations at Special Colby Pric
Loads of other combinations at
Sp ecial Colby Pr ices.

*

I

This Coupon Is Worth

•

|

I

VILLAGE

Miniature Hand Colored , Gold Fram e Onl y $9.95

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

JERRY'S
BARBER SHOP

*

LAUNDRY AND CLEANING

;

MONEY SAVING COLBY SPECIALS
1 8x10 Hand Colored 051 in Gold Frame
6 5x7's in folders
12 Wallet size
Regular $26.90 Value . . . ONLY $21.95

COLBY CONGRESS : Meets in
Runnals Union from 3:30 to 6 p.m.
Sunda y.
i

!
j
j
j
j
j
!

SENIORS

As you know the yearbook is setting up INFORMAL candids for
your yearbook glossies this year. We would like to do your FORMAL
STUDIO PORTRAITS for you.

SUNDAY CINEMA: The Unstnkable Molly Brown is this
week's feature. It will be shown at
7:30 Saturda y and 2 pan. and 7:30
p.m. Sunday.

N0RGE

j

MOTEL

